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When Helvetica turned into first designed 50 years ago, most effective designers and typesetters 
knew something about typefaces. Today, we use them all of the time, deciding on to position an 
essay in Times New Roman, Arial, or maybe Georgia. We pick out fonts for websites, posters, and 
e-mails — maximum people without thinking about it too much. Very few folks have ever wondered 
where Helvetica came from. That is, besides Gary Hustwit; his documentary Helvetica premiered this 
year in honor of the typeface’s fiftieth birthday, and it performed in Pittsburgh closing weekend. 

Designer Max Miedinger advanced Helvetica in Switzerland, whilst sans serif typefaces were 
regaining popularity. Miedinger initially named his typeface Neue Haas Grotesk, however luckily the 
German enterprise in the price of advertising modified the call to Helvetica after the Latin name for 
Switzerland, Helvetia. Helvetica is a clean, modern, normal typeface, stripped of the prospers and 
finials that characterize typefaces looking to imitate hand lettering. It appeals to designers looking 
for a font that doesn’t distract the reader, consisting of American Apparel, Target, Greyhound, New 
York’s subway system, Apple and the Canadian government. Today, Helvetica is arguably the 
international’s most famous typeface. 

Hustwit’s documentary features interviews from designers who use typefaces like Helvetica in their 
daily work and some who design typefaces themselves. Some of these interviews hate Helvetica, 
putting forward it soulless and overused; others love it, proclaiming it perfect for anything from 
street symptoms to corporate logos. The movie also explores examples of Helvetica in everyday life, 
from fliers to airplanes. 

Although the movie’s premise may seem a piece esoteric, Helvetica is effortlessly handy to 
non-designers, and includes enough compelling moments to keep viewers interested; a clothier units 
an editorial he discovered poorly written in unreadable Zapf Dingbats; any other creates an 
advertisement via scratching bloody letters into his bare chest and photographing them. It’s not 
possible to depart the movie without locating Helvetica everywhere — on a Forbes Avenue avenue 
sign, on the side of a bus, or on the cover of a textbook. 

Why make a film approximately a typeface, anyway? Although most people use them often, “few 
human beings understand that a person drew each letter by hand,” defined designer and accomplice 
English professor Suguru Ishizaki. “This film can assist people appreciate that typefaces come from 
human designers.” 

Every word you study or type is primarily based on shapes someone drew with the aid of hand or on 
a pc. Nowadays everybody may be a type dressmaker, thanks to the availability of software, but that 
doesn’t mean their typefaces are any good. 

Helvetica ends with the somewhat depressing message that for type designers there's little new 
ground to cover, left within the world of kind design. Ishizaki disagrees. “People designed specific 
fonts for pc and cellular telephone screens,” he said. “We don’t recognise what sort of surface kind is 
probably positioned inside the future.” Moving kind presents a clean canvas too; perhaps a particular 
typeface would look better because it zooms around in a Flash animation. 


